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ABSTRACT

Microbially influenced corrosion (MIC) of copper nuclear fuel waste containers may occur in a
disposal vault located 500-1000 m underground in the granitic rock of the Canadian Shield. The
extent and diversity of microbial activity in the vault is expected to be limited initially because
of the aggressive conditions produced by y-radiation, elevated temperatures and desiccation of
the clay-based buffer in which the containers will be embedded. Experimental results on the
heat- and radiation-sensitivity of the natural microbiota in buffer material are presented. The data
suggest that the low water activity in the buffer material will severely limit the growth of
microbes near the container.

The most likely form of MIC involves sulphate-reducing bacteria (SRB). Electrochemical
experiments using a clay-covered copper electrode have shown that sulphide ions produced by
SRB could diffuse through buffer material and induce corrosion of the container. A method to
predict the long-term corrosion behaviour is presented.
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ÉVALUATION DES EFFETS DE L'ACTIVITÉ MICROBIENNE

SUR LA CORROSION DES CONTENEURS EN CUIVRE

PRÉVUS POUR LE STOCKAGE PERMANENT DES DÉCHETS NUCLÉAIRES

par

Fraser King et Simcha Stroes-Gascoyne

RÉSUMÉ

La corrosion d'origine microbienne des conteneurs en cuivre pour déchets de combustible
nucléaire peut avoir lieu dans une installation de stockage permanent souterraine construite
entre 500 et 1 000 m de profondeur dans la roche granitique du Bouclier canadien. On
prévoit que, au départ, l'importance de l'activité microbienne sous ses diverses formes serait
restreinte dans l'installation en raison des conditions hostiles créées par le rayonnement
gamma, la température élevée et la dessiccation du matériau tampon à base d'argile dans
lequel les conteneurs seront placés. Le présent document fait état des résultats des
expériences menées sur la sensibilité à la chaleur et aux rayonnements du microbiote naturel
présent dans le matériau tampon. Les données recueillies indiquent que la faible activité de
l'eau contenue dans le matériau tampon réduira considérablement la prolifération microbienne
à proximité des conteneurs.

L'action des bactéries sulfatoréductrices constitue la forme la plus probable de corrosion
d'origine microbienne. Des expériences électrochimiques effectuées au moyen d'une électrode
en cuivre enrobée d'argile ont démontré que les ions sulfurés produits par les bactéries
sulfatoréductrices pourraient se propager dans le matériau tampon et provoquer la corrosion
des conteneurs. Le document fait également état d'une méthode permettant de prévoir la
propagation de la corrosion sur une longue période.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of the MIC of nuclear waste disposal containers presents certain difficulties not
encountered in studies of MIC under conditions for the interim storage of nuclear waste or in
bulk aqueous environments. In seawater systems, for example, it is possible to directly observe
the corrosion phenomenon and to apply remedial actions where necessary. Although somewhat
more difficult, the same is true in facilities for the interim storage of nuclear waste. However,
in a permanently sealed nuclear waste disposal vault, it is neither possible to observe the
phenomenon nor to apply remedial measures. In addition, the time periods of interest for
disposal conditions (thousands to tens of thousands of years) far exceed those normally
considered (tens of years), and it is obviously impossible to gather an empirical database over
a meaningful timescale to help predict future behaviour. Therefore, in assessing the possible
MIC of disposal containers, we must rely on quantitative and justifiable mathematical models to
predict the long-term behaviour.

The potential for microbial activity within a nuclear waste disposal vault constructed deep
underground in the granitic rock of the Canadian Shield has been reviewed (Stroes-Gascoyne and
West 1995, 1996). The implications of this microbial activity on the corrosion behaviour of the
container have also been considered and the results of preliminary experiments presented (King
and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995). This paper is an update of the previous work (King and
Stroes-Gascoyne 1995).

2. BACKGROUND

In the Canadian concept for the disposal of nuclear waste, containers of used fuel would be
placed in a vault 500-1000 m underground and surrounded by a compacted mixture of clay and
sand (buffer material), with the remaining excavations backfilled with a mixture of clay and
crushed granite. The amount of available O2 would be limited to that trapped in the pores of the
buffer and backfill materials, although radiolysis of the groundwater may produce additional
oxidizing (and reducing) species. Decay of the used fuel would also produce elevated
temperatures within the vault (maximum container skin temperature of 80-100°C). As the trapped
O2 is consumed, and as the Y-radiation field decays, conditions are expected to evolve from warm
and oxidizing to cool and anoxic.

The vault environment would be harsh from a microbial point-of-view, and quite unlike those in
which MIC is normally studied. The environment will be nutrient-poor (Stroes-Gascoyne 1989),
and the growth of microbes will be further hindered by the limited mass transport of organic
material and other nutrients in the restricted pore space of the buffer and backfill materials
(effective diffusion coefficients are approximately 2 orders of magnitude lower in buffer material
than in bulk solution). We have suggested that microbial activity near the container will be
limited during the initial warm, oxidizing period because of the effects of y-radiation and
temperature on the size and diversity of the microbial population, and that a virtually sterile zone
may be created around the container (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995; Stroes-Gascoyne and West
1995, 1996; Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1995). During this period, MIC is considered unlikely
because of the lack of microbial activity and, in particular, because of the absence of a biofilm
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on the container surface.

At a later stage in the evolution of vault conditions, perhaps 300-1000 a after the containers are
emplaced, the environmental conditions are expected to improve, to the extent that microbial
activity is possible. By this time, however, the vault will be anoxic and, because of the
predominance of reports of SRB in the copper MIC literature (King 1996; Little et al. 1991), our
attention has focussed on the effects of these species on the long-term (up to 106 a) behaviour
of the containers. Two forms of corrosion seem possible (King 1996): (i) SRB repopulate the
virtually sterile zone and corrosion occurs under a biofilm on the container surface, and (ii) HS'
produced by SRB some distance from the container diffuses to the container surface and causes
corrosion. We have argued that, because of the limited pore size of the buffer (0.01-0.05 pm),
microbes will be unable to repopulate the sterile zone (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995;
Stroes-Gascoyne and West 1995, 1996) and, therefore, we only need consider the latter form of
corrosion as a possible container failure mechanism.

This paper deals with new evidence that supports the claim that a virtually sterile zone will be
created around the container due to the action of Y-radiation, elevated temperature and the
resulting desiccation of the buffer. In addition, studies on the effects of remote SRB activity on
the long-term corrosion of the container are reviewed and a method for predicting the
consequences for the container lifetime presented.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Details of the experimental procedures are given elsewhere (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995;
Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996; Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1995). The radiation-, temperature- and
combined radiation-/temperature-sensitivities of the naturally occurring microbiota in
uncompacted buffer material, and of several single strains in culture media, have been
determined. Samples of buffer material or culture medium were exposed to absorbed dose rates
of 5.6 Gy-min'1 and 90.7 Gymin"1 (total dose up to 10 kGy) and/or temperatures of 0, 20, 30, 60
and 90°C for various periods, and the number of viable colony-forming units (CFU) determined
as a function of time. Viable bacteria (heterotrophic aerobes) were enumerated by culturing on
Tryptic Soy Agar or R2A growth media (Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1995). In addition to these
laboratory experiments, an engineering test (the Buffer-Container Experiment (BCE)) was
extensively sampled for viable cells following exposure of the buffer material to elevated
temperatures (maximum 85°C) for a period of 2.5 a (Pedersen et al. 1996; Stroes-Gascoyne et
al. 1996a,b). The BCE simulated the initial environment around a container emplaced in a
borehole and surrounded by buffer material. The container was simulated by a PTFE-sheathed
aluminium heater. Consequently, the observed effect on the microbial population was a result
of the elevated temperature and desiccation of the buffer only, since no y-radiation source was
present.

The effect of remote HS' production was studied using a clay-covered Cu electrode immersed in
a 1.0 moldm"3 NaCl solution (this solution is representative of the saline groundwaters found
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deep in the Canadian Shield). The 1-mm-thick clay layer simulates the sterile zone expected to
be created around the container in the vault. The clay layer was prepared by compacting
Avonlea bentonite (the clay component of buffer material), moistened with 1.0 moldm'3 NaCl,
to produce a water-saturated clay disc (moisture content 47%) with a clay dry density of
1.2 gem"3. Sulphide was added to deaerated NaCl solution as Na^ to give dissolved [HS] of
10 pg.g"1 or 100 ug.g'1. Measurement of the corrosion potential (EC0RR) served as an indication
of die progress of the corrosion process. Alternatively, the effect of [OJ on EC0RR of the clay-
covered electrode in the absence of HS" was studied by purging the solution with various
gas mixtures.

4. RESULTS

4.1 ^-RADIATION AND THERMAL EFFECTS ON MICROBIAL POPULATION

Previously (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995; Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1995), we have reported the
radiation sensitivity of microbiota in terms of a D10 value determined at a single absorbed dose
rate (the D,o value is the dose required to reduce the microbial population by a factor of 10).
Additional studies (Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996) have shown that there is no effect of dose
rate on the radiation-sensitivity of naturally occurring microbiota in moist buffer material
(moisture content 14%) at 20°C or on the radiation-sensitivity of various selected single strains
(Bacillus subtilis spores (ATCC 9372), Acinetobacter radioresistans (ATCC 4900)) or
Corynebacterium aquaticum, isolated from one of the buffer mixtures.

Heating the buffer material in the absence of y-radiation had an effect on the natural population
at the higher temperatures studied. Figure 1 shows the variation of the microbial population as
a function of time for three different temperatures (Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996). No effect
was observed at a temperature of 30°C over the 4-h-period of the experiment. A small, but
significant, decrease was observed in the final hour at 60°C. In contrast, a rapid decrease of three
orders of magnitude in the microbial population was observed at 90°C, followed by a levelling
off at a population of 103-104 CFU-g"1. The interpretation of these results is complicated by the
fact that the moisture content of the buffer decreases with time during the experiment as the
buffer dries out (see below).

Figure 2 shows the combined effect of yradiation and temperature on the number of viable
microbes in moist buffer material (Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996). There is a bimodal
behaviour, suggesting two sub-populations with different radiation- and temperature- (or moisture
content) sensitivities. The microbial population decreases significantly at low absorbed doses,
with the D10 value decreasing with increasing temperature. This part of the "kill curve"
corresponds to the reduction in the number of the more radiation- and temperature-sensitive sub-
population. The remaining microbiota are less sensitive to these environmental effects, and may
be present as resistant spores in the buffer. Unlike the behaviour at low doses, the DI0 values
for the more resistant microbes increase with increasing temperature. This is likely a result of
moisture loss in the buffer during irradiation at higher temperatures.
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The observation that elevated temperatures and desiccation alone can reduce the microbial
population was confirmed by the results of the BCE (Pedersen et al. 1996; Stroes-Gascoyne et
al. 1996a,b). Very few viable bacteria could be cultured from samples of buffer material in
which the moisture content had been reduced below 15 wt.%. Neither could microbes (detection
limit 50 CFU-g"1) be cultured from sand samples taken from next to the heater, which had a
moisture content of 0% and which had been exposed to temperatures up to 85°C. A total of ~400
samples were taken from various locations in the BCE and analyzed for viable microbes in a
number of culture media. A statistical analysis (using a general linear model) of these data
revealed some correlation with the culture medium, but the overriding correlation was between
the number of microbes and the moisture content of the buffer (Figure 3).

4.2 COPPER CORROSION BY SRB

Figure 4 shows the effect of various [OJ and [HS] on the time dependence of E^RR of a clay-
covered Cu electrode in 1 mol-dm"3 NaCl. The clay layer retards the diffusion of species to and
from the electrode surface, resulting in slow responses of ECORR to changes in the bulk solution
composition. In O2-containing solution (curve (a), Figure 4), EC0RR slowly decreases as the
initially aerated solution is subsequently purged with either 2 vol.% O^Nj (purging started at
point A, curve (a)), 0.2 vol.% O^Nj (point B) or high-purity Ar (point C). (Solutions nominally
deaerated by purging with Ar have been shown to contain a residual [O2] of ~10"6 - 10'7 mol-dm3

(King et al. 1995)). The corrosion potential changes immediately upon changing the [OJ, and
then decreases more slowly, eventually reaching a steady-state value. The dependence of the
steady-state E^^ on [OJ is approximately -60 mVdec1, as would be expected for a transport-
limited O2-reduction reaction (King et al. 1995).

When 10 ug.g1 HS' is added to a nominally deaerated system (point D on curve (b), Figure 4),
ECORR decreases immediately by 10-20 mV, but then remains constant over the next 75 h.
Increasing the bulk solution [HS"] to 100 pg.g"1 (point E, curve (b)) results in a further decrease
in ECOJU, of 50-60 mV, followed by another potential plateau. The length of this plateau period
is proportional to L2, where L is the thickness of the clay layer. After a period of ~40 h (for the
experiment shown), ECORR drops precipitously, levelling off at a potential of -0.95 VSCE, similar
to the value in bulk solution at a [HS] of 100 pg.g"1 (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995). These
results clearly demonstrate that HS' can diffuse through the clay layer and affect the corrosion
reactions at the Cu surface.

5. DISCUSSION

The radiation- and temperature-sensitivity results presented here represent further evidence that
the initial conditions in the vault will create a virtually sterile environment around the container.
This is an important conclusion, because it means that fast localized forms of MIC (such as
pitting or stress-corrosion cracking) supported by the warm, oxidizing conditions should not occur
because of the absence of a biofilm on the container surface. There is some evidence that the
combined effects of heat and Y-radiation may decrease the radiation sensitivity of certain sub-
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populations, possibly because of the formation of radiation-resistant spores as a response to the
elevated temperature and drying of the buffer.

This new work also demonstrates that desiccation of the buffer will be a limitation on microbial
activity within the vault. For instance, in the BCE (Figure 3), the microbial population decreases
with decreasing moisture content, rather than simply with increasing temperature. The
availability of H2O for microbial processes can be represented by the water activity (aw), a
thermodynamic parameter related to the free energy AG. Different microbes have different water
tolerances, with most bacteria unable to survive in environments in which aw < 0.90-0.95 (Brown
1990). In buffer material, aw is primarily determined by the matric potential developed by the
soil and the osmotic potential developed by saline pore fluids (King 1996). In the hypothetical
case of compacted clay or buffer material fully saturated with pure H2O, the water activity is
equal to 1.0; however, clays invariably contain soluble mineral impurities, so that an osmotic
potential develops because of the saline pore fluids. With decreasing moisture content and
increasing pore salinity, aw decreases as the matric and osmotic potentials increase. Figure 5
shows the predicted variation of aw with moisture content for the reference Canadian buffer
material, in which the pores are assumed to be filled with either H2O or 2 molkg1 CaCl2 (King
1996). Also shown on the figure are some of the water tolerances taken from Brown (1990).

The absence of culturable microbes from the BCE and some of the effects of temperature in
laboratory experiments on the surviving microbial population can be interpreted based on
Figure 5. The general trend of decreasing microbial population with decreasing moisture content
(Figure 3) is consistent with the data shown in Figure 5. Relatively high numbers of viable
microbes were observed in saturated buffer material (moisture content 23-24%). According to
Figure 5, in the absence of an osmotic potential, aw of saturated buffer is 1.0 and should support
all microbial life. Conversely, lower microbial populations were found in buffer of lower
moisture content. At a moisture content of 15%, below which very few microbes could be
cultured, aw - 0.96 (no osmotic potential), which is sufficiently low that most bacteria should not
survive. In practice, the pore fluids in compacted buffer will be saline due to the dissolution of
calcite and gypsum impurities, so that an osmotic potential will develop and aw will be lower
than indicated above. Pedersen et al. (1995) have found that SRB will not survive in highly
compacted bentonite at aw < 0.96.

Similarly, some of the observed effects of temperature (Figures 1 and 2) may be explained by
decreasing aw during the course of the experiments. Although the buffer was sealed in screw-top
glass tubes, it undoubtedly lost some moisture, especially at a temperature of 90°C. Therefore,
it is difficult to distinguish between the effects of increasing temperature and decreasing aw in
Figure 1 and between the effects of Y-radiation, increasing temperature and decreasing aw in the
combined heated/irradiated tests (Figure 2). There does, however, appear to be some synergistic
effect between temperature (or aw) and y-radiation, which is being investigated further.

The variation of EC0RR with time for various bulk-solution [O2] and [HS] can be interpreted in
terms of the Evans diagram shown in Figure 6. In some ways, the changing environmental
conditions in the experiments, and the consequent changes in ECORR, simulate what could happen
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to Cu containers in a disposal vault if SRB are active. In Cl" solution, Cu dissolves as Cu(I),
stabilized by the formation of cuprous-chloro complex ions (King et al. 1995)

Cu + Cl" * CUCIADS + e' (la)

S + Cr * CuCl2 (lb)

The interfacial reactions (la) and (lb) are fast and the overall rate-determining step in the
dissolution reaction is the rate of mass transport of CuClj away from the Cu surface. In
compacted clay (or buffer material), mass transport occurs by diffusion only, at a rate -100 times
slower than in bulk solution. Similarly, in O2-containing compacted clay, the rate of the
supporting cathodic reaction, the reduction of O2, is also mass-transport controlled (King et al.
1995).

Figure 6 was constructed using a mixed-potential model for Cu in O2-containing Cl" solutions
(King et al. 1995), for the specific case in which both anodic and cathodic reactions are mass-
transport controlled. Line A (Figure 6) is the predicted current/potential (I/E) curve for the
diffusion of CuCl2 away from the Cu surface through the 1-mm-thick clay layer. Although this
is a diffusion-limited process, the rate is a function of E because the interfacial concentration of
the diffusing species (CuCl^) is itself a function of E. Lines Cl to C4 represent the steady-state
rate of O2 diffusion through the clay layer for dissolved [OJ equivalent to purge gases of air
(21% Oj), 2% O/S2,0.2% OJ/NJ and Ar, respectively. The corresponding ECQRR values, defined
by the intersection of these lines, are similar to those observed experimentally (curve (a),
Figure 4). Thus, as the [O2] in the experimental cell, or in the disposal vault, decreases with
time, so too does EC0RR. Experimentally, ECORR responds immediately to a change in [OJ
because, for the transport-limited reduction of O2, ECORR is sensitive to the interfacial flux of O2,
which changes as soon as the [O2] at the clay/solution boundary changes.

In the presence of HS\ Cu may dissolve to form precipitated Cu2S (Gennero de Chialvo and
Arvia 1985)

2Cu + HS -> Cu2S + 2e + H+ (2)

Reaction (2) occurs at potentials more negative than Reaction (1), so that the reduction of H2O
or HS' become possible cathodic reactions

H2O + e -> HADS + OH" (3a)

HS" + e" -> HADS + S2- (3b)

Neither the exact nature of the cathodic reaction nor the electrochemical kinetics of either anodic
or cathodic process are known at this stage. In Figure 6, the I/E curves for these processes are
shown schematically, assuming anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes of 60 and -120 mV,
respectively. Instead of Reactions (2) and (3) determining Eco^, it has been suggested (Gennero
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de Chialvo and Arvia 1985) that EC0RR may be given by the redox potential for the reaction

2Cu + S2- * Cu2S + 2e" (4)

i.e., EC0RR - -1.13 - 0.0295 log[S2] VSCE. In either case, EC0RR in HS"-containing solutions is
expected to be significantly more negative than in O2-containing systems.

Although EC0RR in HS-containing solution eventually dropped to values expected on the basis
of the preceding reactions (Figure 4), there was a considerable delay between the addition of HS"
and the response of EC0RR. Indeed, for 10 pg.g"1 HS", there was relatively little decrease in EC0RR

for the clay-covered electrode (point D, curve (b)), even though an instantaneous decrease of
-0.5 VSCE was observed in deaerated bulk solution at this [HS~] (King and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995).
Unlike the situation in O2-containing solution, HS" must diffuse all the way to the electrode
surface to have any effect on ECORR. Thus, the time dependence of EC0RR in response to a change
in [HS] in the bulk solution reflects the time it takes for HS" to diffuse through the clay layer.

Some HS", however, may react with other species in the pore solution in the compacted clay
before reaching the Cu surface. Possible reactions include the oxidation of HS" by residual O2

and precipitation with Cu(I) and/or Fe(II) species (metallic Fe and Fe(II) minerals are present as
impurities in Avonlea bentonite). It is these reactions that are believed to account for the
decreases of 10-50 mV in EC0RR immediately upon the addition of HS", seen in Figure 4. Thus,
the addition of 10 pg.g*1 HS" (point D, curve (b)) may result in the consumption of some residual
O2 through the oxidation of sulphide to thiosulphate or some higher oxidation state S species.
Furthermore, precipitation of Cu2S or FeS2 would delay the diffusion of HS" to the Cu surface,
and explain the absence of any further decrease in ECORR. The immediate decrease in ECORR when
100 ug.g"1 HS" was added (point E, curve (b)) may also be explained by further consumption of
residual O2. In this case, however, sufficient HS" is present that some sulphide species reach the
electrode surface and cause the observed drop of -0.6 V in EC0RR.

Although the effects observed here were produced by abiotic HS", exactly the same processes
would be expected to occur if HS" was produced by SRB at a location in a disposal vault away
from the surface of a container. Thus, SRB might be active during the initial warm, oxidizing
period in the cooler parts of the vault, away from the elevated temperatures and y-radiation field
produced by the container. Any HS" that was produced, however, would be consumed by
reaction with O2, or by precipitation of Cu or Fe sulphides, before reaching the container surface.
Even after all the O2 has been consumed, there will be considerable "buffering" capacity
remaining in the vault, since the vault contains ~2000 mol Fe(II) per container in the clay and
crushed granite in the buffer and backfill materials. Therefore, much of the HS" that might be
produced by SRB during the cool, anoxic period in the evolution of vault conditions would again
be consumed before reaching the container surface, in this case by precipitation reactions.

Our future plans include the development of a mixed-potential model to predict the effect of HS"
produced in remote locations of the vault on EC0RR and IcORR of the container. The model will
be based on the following mass-balance equation
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^ ) (5)
a e

dt dx\ dx
where c is the pore-water HS" concentration, D its diffusion coefficient in bulk solution, ea and
ee are the accessible and effective porosities (King et al. 1996), T is the tortuosity factor and R
and R' are terms describing reactions between HS' and solutes in the pore water. Electrochemical
expressions for the anodic and cathodic reactions will form the interfacial boundary condition
required to solve Equation (5). The other mathematical boundary condition required is the rate
of HS" production (or the rate of SOj' reduction), which we shall estimate from experiments or
obtain from the literature.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The radiation-, temperature- and combined radiation/temperature-sensitivity of naturally occurring
microbiota in moist clay-sand mixtures has been determined in laboratory experiments. The
microbial population is reduced upon y-irradiation, but the rate of depletion is insensitive to the
absorbed dose rate. Heating also reduces the microbial population, due both to the effect of
temperature and, possibly, the desiccation of the buffer. Combined irradiation and heat treatment
leads to a two-stage reduction in the microbial population, in which a radiation-resistant sub-
population develops during the initial treatment (possibly in the form of spores). Desiccation of
the buffer material has also been shown to cause a substantial reduction in the microbial
population in an engineering-scale experiment simulating the actual emplacement of a used-fuel
disposal container. These observations strengthen our claim that the microbial activity around
a container will be severely limited initially. In addition to the adverse effect of y-radiation
previously identified, the present results indicate that the lack of available H2O in the vault may
be just as, if not more, significant in reducing the microbial population in the disposal vault.

Electrochemical experiments involving abiotically added HS" confirm that SRB may affect the
corrosion behaviour of Cu containers. If the SRB activity is limited to regions away from the
container surface, corrosion will only occur once HS' diffuses through the buffer material and
reaches the container surface. This process will be delayed by the consumption of HS" by
reaction with residual O2 or by precipitation with dissolved Cu and Fe species in the pore water.
Furthermore, the rate of sulphate reduction could be severely restricted by the availability of
water and nutrients in the vault. A mathematical model is being developed to predict the effect
of SRB on the long-term corrosion behaviour of the container.
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Figure 1. Effect of Temperature on the Natural Microbial Population (expressed as number
of colony-forming units per g) in Buffer Material (a 1:1 mixture of clay and sand)
as a Function of Time (Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996).
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Figure 2. Combined Temperature and y-radiation Sensitivities of the Natural Microbiota in
Buffer Material as a Function of Absorbed Dose at Three Different Temperatures
(Lucht and Stroes-Gascoyne 1996).
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Figure 3. Dependence of the Number of Culturable Micro-organisms in Buffer Material as
a Function of Moisture Content for -400 Samples Removed from the
Buffer/Container Experiment (Stroes-Gascoyne et al. 1996a). The observations
were grouped into four moisture-content categories (as shown) for statistical
analysis.
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Figure 4. Time-dependence of the Corrosion Potential (ECQRR) of a Clay-covered Copper
Electrode in 1.0 moldm'3 NaCl Solutions Containing Dissolved O2 or NajS (King
and Stroes-Gascoyne 1995). Clay-layer thickness 0.1 cm. Curve (a): the purge
gas in an initially aerated solution was sequentially changed for atmospheres of
2 vol.% OJ/NJ (point A), 0.2 vol.% O/N2 ^)oint B) and high-purity Ar (point C),
at the points indicated. Curve (b): HS* added as NajS to deaerated 1.0 moldm*3

NaCl; (D) addition of 10 pg.g1 HS\ (E) addition of 100 pg.g1 HS\
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Figure 5. Effect of Moisture Content and Pore-water Salinity on the Water Activity (aw) in
Compacted Buffer Material, (a) pore fluid assumed to be H2O, (b) pore fluid
assumed to be 2 molkg1 CaCl2. The saturated moisture content of buffer material
is 23-24%. Also shown are the water tolerances of various microbes (King 1996).
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Figure 6. Evans Diagram Illustrating the Variation of ECORR for a Clay-covered Copper
Electrode in O2-containing 1.0 moldm"3 NaCl and in HS"-containing Solution.
Line A and lines Cl to C4 are the anodic and cathodic I/E curves predicted from
experimental data (King et al. 1995), for an anodic reaction limited by CuClj
diffusion through the clay layer (line A) and for the transport limited reduction of
O2 for aerated solution (line Cl), and for solutions purged with 2 vol.% Oj/N2

(line C2), 0.2 vol.% CyN2 (line C3) and in nominally deaerated solution (line C4).
The various ECORR values marked on the potential axis are the respective corrosion
potentials. Lines A1 and C represent the I/E curves for unspecified anodic and
cathodic reactions in HS'-containing solution, assumed to have Tafel slopes of
60 mV and -120 mV, respectively. Clay-layer thickness 0.1 cm, electrode surface
area 1.0 cm2.
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